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National Director's Message

CNWC National Director Bob
Walker

During the federal elec-
tion Canadians were clearly
concerned about climate
change, the economy, jobs
and healthcare. Nuclear
Power has a lot to offer on
all of those points.

The IPCC's 6th assess-
ment report reminded us
how urgent the climate
crisis is. There is a broad
consensus that we need
immediate, rapid, and large-
scale reductions in carbon
dioxide emissions, and most
people agree that electricity
should replace fossil fuels.
Most Provinces already have
relatively low-carbon electricity, thanks to non-emitting
generation from hydro and nuclear. Decarbonizing other
sectors will require expanding electrification, together with
new reliable, non-emitting sources of electricity. Net-zero
absolutely requires new nuclear generation including small
modular reactors (SMRs). In Ontario, using gas to replace
the 3100 MW of emissions-free electricity from the Pickering
nuclear generating station will be a huge step in the wrong
direction.

Nuclear power touches the lives of Canadians in many
positive ways. Sixty percent of Ontario's electricity and 30%
of New Brunswick's electricity is generated by emissions-free
Nuclear Power Plants (NPPs). Those NPPs were designed,
developed, built, operated and maintained by Canadi-
ans. The uranium that fuels them is mined and milled in
Saskatchewan. Canada is a global leader in the research,
development, and production of the radioisotopes that
are essential for our modern healthcare. The companies
in Canada's nuclear industry are found across the Country
and provide high quality employment for tens of thousands

of Canadians. The innovations we're seeing today will con-
tinue to provide great opportunities for future generations.
Canada has a proud history of advancing nuclear energy for
peaceful purposes. Let's continue using that to our advan-
tage.

If we're serious about fighting climate change, we need
serious solutions. This will require governments and indus-
try working together. It will also require innovation, invest-
ment and honest dialogue. We're all entitled to our opinions
but we need objectivity and evidence-based decision mak-
ing, not sensationalism and fear mongering. We all need to
correct misconceptions and push back on inaccurate state-
ments. When groups won't even tolerate a genuine discus-
sion about nuclear energy, their goals are questionable. Let's
not repeat the mistakes we're seeing in Germany where nu-
clear plants are being shut down, with carbon emissions and
energy prices both rising as the result.

Canada's Nuclear Workforce has unique knowledge and
perspectives on the industry we work in. We have a lot to
offer, and we want to participate in the conversation.

This is a bunch of text designed to add lines to here and.
Bob Walker

This is a bunch of text designed to add lines to here.

Labour Updates
2021 Labour Day events were either virtual or smaller events
to ensure safe physical distancing. Toronto held a Cavalcade
Labour Parade around Nathan Philip Square.
Society of United Professionals

• Ratified a 2 year agreement with Hydro One.

• Commenced bargaining with OPG.

Ontario Building Trades
• Electrical Power Sector Agreements for All Trades

were completed in late 2020 and early 2021.

• Construction ICI (Industrial, Commercial, Institu-
tional) Bargaining begins this Fall.

https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/ar6/
https://www.ipcc.ch/assessment-report/ar6/
https://cnwc-cctn.ca/introducing-the-cnwc-electrification-policy-paper-series/
https://www.netzeronuclear.com/
https://cnwc-cctn.ca/cnwc-report-smr-development-deployment-in-canada/
https://cnwc-cctn.ca/cnwc-report-smr-development-deployment-in-canada/
http://www.canadianisotopes.ca/
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Decisions at the Tipping Point
Governments take electrification seriously. But it all depends on the electricity It was good news to see the federal
government come out and support the electrification of steelmaking in Hamilton. Electrification is the only way to decar-
bonize this vital strategic industry, which in Ontario emits more CO2 than power generation.

But power generation, which Ontario cleaned up to the point where the provincial grid is one of the cleanest sources of
energy in North America, has again become a concern. In 2025, the Pickering nuclear plant will go out of service. The plan
is to replace its 3100 megawatts of capacity with gas-fired generation. Gas fired generation is heavily CO2 emitting.

That will also throw 10 million tons of new CO2 into the atmosphere, every year. It will undo the climate benefits of
electrifying steel in Hamilton.

This points up an inescapable requirement of decarbonization by electrification. The electricity that replaces the carbon-
emitting process must be zero carbon.

And just as this fact applies to steelmaking, it also applies to every other decarbonization-by-electrification measure.
Electrifying diesel transport produces little gain if the electricity that charges e-truck batteries is made in a gas-fired plant.
The same goes for space heating.

The reality, for Ontario and Canada, is that new nuclear must replace Pickering. It's the only way to meet Canada's CO2
reduction targets. Ontario must begin a process, now, to acquire this new capacity. The province, Canada, and the world,
are racing toward a climate tipping point that scientists are warning with increasing urgency that we must never reach. We
must stop emitting CO2.

Bruce Power hydrogen anomaly highlights quantum difference between nuclear and all other industries August 4
2021 marked the one-year anniversary of the massive ammonium nitrate explosion in Beirut, Lebanon. August 27 2021 saw
an explosion, this time in Wheatley Ontario, linked to natural gas exploration in the area. The Beirut blast killed over 200
people, injured thousands, and destroyed Lebanon's already fragile economy. By what appears to be pure luck, nobody was
injured at Wheatley. Both the Beirut and Wheatley instances involved large, well established, and regulated industries,
fertilizer and natural gas.

Let's compare the regulated practices of these industries with those of the nuclear industry. In July 2021, Bruce Power,
in preparation for the Major Component Replacement (MCR) of unit 3, noted evidence of higher-than-expected hydrogen
levels when performing routine investigation into into the effects of neutron bombardment on pressure tube integrity.
While this didn't indicate any serious safety issue, it was an odd and unexpected finding, and the company immediately
reported it to the Canadian Nuclear Safety Commission (CNSC), the federal regulator, and commenced investigations on
its other units. Ontario Power Generation, the other nuclear utility in Ontario, immediately did the same with its own CAN-
DUs at Darlington and Pickering.

Compare this to the normal practices of the international fertilizer and natural gas exploration industries, which in the
case of Beirut allowed extremely explosive material to be stored—for six years—in an unsafe and unstable manner close
to civilians and civilian infrastructure, and in the case of Wheatley Ontario permitted a known buildup of inflammable and
explosive hydrogen sulfide gas to persist, also for years, in a populated urban environment. Nitrate fertilizers are easy to
buy in Canada, and are in widespread use. Where are the public hearings investigating the risk to Canada of an event simi-
lar to Beirut? The Wheatley blast should remind us all that natural gas is an explosive, highly inflammable substance, and
that hundreds die and are injured every year in North America due to gas-related accidents—where is the public inquiry
into safety in the gas industry?

All industries that involve dangerous substances should adopt safety practices on par with those in the nuclear indus-
try. The trouble is, few if any could achieve anything close to nuclear's safety record without costs so enormous that their
products would become unaffordable. In the Age of Climate Change, with a choice between a polluting and demonstrably
dangerous energy source like natural gas on one hand, and zero-emitting provably safe energy like nuclear on the other,
why has the choice so overwhelmingly tended toward the former? If we want a safe, clean energy source with the smallest
physical footprint possible, we need more nuclear.
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Our major employers
Bruce Power Lutetium production to begin next year Canada's biggest private nuclear operator is also a major producer
of Cobalt-60, an important and widely used medical isotope. Bruce Power will add another cancer-fighting isotope to its
arsenal, when it begins producing Lutetium-177 next year. This isotope targets prostate and rare neuroendocrine tumours.
Like Cobalt-60, Lu-177 will be made in the CANDUs at the site, though through a very different production pathway. Along
with molybdenum-99, Lu-177 and Co-60 production in CANDUs continues the trend of utilizing Ontario's heavy lifting
power generation technology to produce value far beyond electricity, in this case lifesaving medical products. It is amaz-
ing to see the innovation opportunities available even today with CANDU, some 60 years after its inception.

Ontario Power Generation launches electrification strategy Recognizing that electrification is not just essential to
meeting societal climate targets but also integral to its main business, OPG has developed 3 pronged electrification strat-
egy focusing on (1) clean transport, (2) using existing generation to meet new demand, and (3) creating new commer-
cial growth opportunities. One of the early involvements is the Toronto Transit Commission's battery-electric bus pro-
gram; OPG is assisting with developing high powered charging infrastructure. On September 1, the company announced
it is involved with electric ferries serving Amherst Island. Some skeptics predict failure, but CNWC is very pleased to see
another of our major employers embrace electrification (as we mentioned in the Spring 2021 edition of the Newsletter,
NWMO's borehole operations in South Bruce and elsewhere will draw site power from the grid wherever possible), and
especially such a novel and logical application as marine transport. See our Electrification Policy Position series at https:
//cnwc-cctn.ca/policy-positions/.

NB Power reports better financial earnings than same quarter last year Last time we reported the challenges NB Power
has faced with the non-nuclear side of Pt. Lepreau. These have led to more cumulative unplanned downtime days, post
refurbishment, at PLNGS than expected, hitting the 600 day mark in April 2021. This downtime, uncharacteristic for a
CANDU plant, resulted in $54 million in revenue—only $1 million more than the same quarter in the previous fiscal year.
NB Power CEO Keith Cronkhite acknowledged this was less than what he had hoped, and promised to do better. As we
noted last time, we are confident the issues with the non-nuclear side of PLNGS will be rigorously diagnosed and cor-
rected, and that New Brunswickers will continue to benefit from the plant's low cost, reliable, and clean electricity for many
decades to come, and that PLNGS will remain NB Power's workhorse electricity and revenue generator.

Grey Bruce Labour Council presents Bruce Power with a special
recognition award for their next level work to help mitigate the
COVID-19 pandemic

Canadian Nuclear Labs successfully reloads RMC SLOW-
POKE CNL on September 23 announced it had success-
fully refueled Royal Military College's 20 kW research reac-
tor. Most people don't realize there's an operating nuclear
rector near Kingston. RMC has had the SLOWPOKE (Safe
LOW POwer (K)Critical Experiment) reactor since 1985. The
reactor is used every day by RMC students, faculty, and re-
searchers, for neutron activation analysis and studying iso-
tope production, among many other things. SLOWPOKEs
are so safe they are licensed to run without supervision.

There are three SLOWPOKEs in operation in the world.
For a primer, see Jeremy Whitlock's Canadian Nuclear FAQ.

Cameco partners with GEH and rubbermaker on SMRs
in Poland Nuclear process heat is one of the very few (if
not only) ways to decarbonize industrial endothermic pro-
cesses, and a Polish chemical manufacturer has taken a de-
cisive step to decarbonize synthetic rubber manufacturing
via a partnership with GE-Hitachi (GEH), GEH's SMR divi-
sion, and Cameco. Cameco under this deal will supply the uranium to fuel a fleet of boiling water SMRs manufactured by
GEH. This could have huge implications for Canada. BWRs are capable of significant load following, and this capability will
be very important in any large-scale decarbonization-by-electrification effort.
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Electrical demand from battery-electric vehicles (BEVs) and space heating will be essentially as random as existing
demand—though with variances of much greater magnitude and speed. It will be possible to decarbonize with electricity.
But only if electricity is generated with zero carbon energy. Because large-scale hydro is tapped out in all advanced jurisdic-
tions, only nuclear can provide zero-carbon energy on the scale required. We salute our employer for this partnership, and
will watch its development with great interest.

SNC embraces ESG, with faint praise for #1 moneymaker Environmental, Social, and Governance (ESG) criteria have be-
come prominent in helping the international investment community judge a company's reputational bona fides. Though
the environmental criterion remains quite ill defined, it is emerging as strategically important. Accordingly, SNC has be-
gun what it calls “Vision for Engineering a Sustainable Society,” a “routemap for achieving Net Zero carbon emissions by
2030.” Underpinning this strategy is a document entitled “Engineering Net Zero Technical Report (Canada).” Though the
Canadian nuclear sector is SNC's biggest moneymaker, the report reads like it was written by Amory Lovins—the 8 points in
the section “What's in store for the long term?” centre on the usual soft path prescriptions, with a familiar Canadian twist.
It's all about meeting the tripled electrical demand with a Pan-Canadian transmission grid, strengthening local grids with
“ smart” and “micro” grid technology so as to better use renewable energy, grid-scale storage, hydrogen-powered gas tur-
bines, and yet more R&D for carbon capture and storage. Whatever happened to dancing with the one that brung ya.

NWMO continues community dialog in South Bruce The Toronto Star reports that dialog continues between the NWMO
and Saugeen Ojibway Nation (SON), which by itself is very encouraging. Recall that SON among others opposed OPG's
low- and intermediate-level repository a year and a half ago. Dialong with NWMO centres around a high-level facility, and
a SON representative told the Star the OPG rejection does not necessarily mean an NWMO one. The difference appears
to be the level of consultation and differences of opinion on the meaning of Crown Duty to Consult, together with the fact
that SON was not consulted at all by OPG's predecessor Ontario Hydro when the Bruce nuclear site was developed in the
1970s. NWMO has sought to interpret CDC very broadly and has been in talks with SON “for quite some time” according to
the SON rep quoted in the Star. CNWC applauds our employer organization, hopes it continues applying the spirit and let-
ter of reconciliation, and we hope the talks continue and that they go well.

Grey Bruce Labour Council held a COVID compliant and in person
Labour Day event in Owen Sound

Defense in depth showcased at BWXT Peterborough fuel
bundle facility As part of the ongoing environmental
monitoring program in Peterborough, CNSC requested that
BWXT continue soil sampling to determine beryllium levels
in areas adjacent to the Company's Peterborough manufac-
turing site (the Spring 2021 Newsletter discussed last year's
soil monitoring). BWXT is completing this year's campaign,
and expects the results to show concentrations well below
government guidelines. See BWXT's Berylium FAQ.

Beryllium is a Group 1 carcinogen, along with alcohol
and benzene. For other regulated industries to conduct
such precise environmental monitoring, to investigate such
a wide range of areas of possible ingress at a comparable
level of detail, would overwhelm their financial abilities.
For example, how could the City of Peterborough determine
levels of benzene in soil? Benzene (C6H6) is a product of
wood combustion, and is emitted to the air in alarming amounts—one gram per kilogram of wood burned. The CCME
estimates that eight tons of benzene were emitted during the fire-burning season in a single Oregon community. CCME
guidelines for benzene are far more stringent than for beryllium.

Nuclear industries and the industry regulator are able to maintain such a close level of scrutiny because the industry
has a minuscule physical footprint compared with other industries. It's easy to study in detail the impacts of an industrial
process on a tiny patch of land. Industry opponents hold up this ability as a weakness. It is a strength, and a unique one.
Nuclear's competitors literally cannot assess the extent of the impact of their activities without going bankrupt.
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https://www.thestar.com/news/canada/2021/08/30/nations-head-back-into-consultations-on-new-nuclear-waste-storage-proposal-on-their-territories.html
https://www.bwxt.com/bwxt-nec/about/frequently-asked-questions-faqs
https://www.cancer.org/cancer/cancer-causes/general-info/known-and-probable-human-carcinogens.html
https://woodsmokepollution.org/toxins.html
https://woodsmokepollution.org/toxins.html
https://ccme.ca/en/res/benzene-canadian-soil-quality-guidelines-for-the-protection-of-environmental-and-human-health-en.pdf
https://ccme.ca/en/res/benzene-canadian-soil-quality-guidelines-for-the-protection-of-environmental-and-human-health-en.pdf
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Video Watch
Theis Beckers's ATOM EXIT: the documentary An excellent impassioned protest against the terribble wrong move by
Germany to shutter its nuclear plants and replace their output with natural gas. Theis takes you through the very interest-
ing history behind Germany's hate for the atom, and suggests—convincingly—the hate is contrived, artificial, and quite
overblown. Expert interviewees give much-needed perspective to the anti-nuclear claims that continue to float through
the public debate on energy and nuclear. Warning: the documentary might make you angry.
https://youtu.be/UjBxspufwg0

In short.. .
Unplanned grid battery outage highlights Soft Path shortcomings “Utility-scale batteries ... are crucial for a reliable
clean energy grid.” So says Monterrey County Weekly, reporting on the disappointing performance of the much-hyped Moss
Landing battery “plant” which, propoents claimed, would replace the 730-MW supercritical gas-fired steam generator that
formerly occupied the site. Nine months into the facility's service on California's grid, a fire has knocked one of the battery
units out of service.

MCW is wrong—utility scale batteries are not crucial for a reliable clean energy grid. Ontario, Quebec, France, Sweden
are proof of that. All have run clean, reliable grids for decades with no batteries.But MCW reflects a prevailing set of be-
liefs about the “clean energy” grid of the future: that it must be built around variable sources like wind and solar, and that
utility scale chemical batteries can “smooth out” wind and solar output and make them capable of providing steady power
through all demand conditions. This foolish notion has unfortunately come to pervade the debate on decarbonization. In
spite of a $140 million investment in battery capacity at Moss Landing, California's governor in August was forced to waive
pollution regulations on fossil-fired generation so as to ensure adequate electricity supply during a serious heat wave.
See https://www.montereycountyweekly.com/news/local_news/the-world-s-largest-battery-facility-has-gone-dormant-
in-moss-landing-with-no-timetable/article_3c30ab46-1657-11ec-b44b-5ffbeeab437d.html

Ottawa Environment Committee calls on Ontario to end gas-fired powergen After a summer heatwave that saw record
gas-fired generation in Ontario, the City of Ottawa Environment Committe is gearing up to demand that Ontario phase out
gas-fired generation, and rely instead on, among other things but mainly, hydropower from Quebec. The Committee is not
technically wrong—for Ontario or any jurisdiction to achieve any meaningful climate targets it will have to stop burning
fossil fuels. While the goal is commendable, the Committee has been misled about how it can be achieved.

It is claimed that Ontario could phase out natural gas–fired power generation by, among other things, importing hy-
dropower from Quebec. This is simplistic and fanciful. Quebec does not have spare electricity on the scale that Ontario
needs. Quebec sells most of its surplus today to northeastern US states, who pay far more for it than Ontario would be will-
ing to pay. Moreover, both Ontario and Quebec plan to eventually replace fossil fuels with electricity. This means electric
cars and electric heat—both of which would result in huge increases in electrical demand, in both provinces. Quebec hy-
dropower would be used inside Quebec. Ontario has to make its own electricity. It has to choose between gas and nuclear.

The Committee represents a critical constituency in the drive to electrify: cities are where the bulk of the transition
will take place. The only way Ontario can supply itself with enough zero-carbon electricity to meet current demand is with
nuclear. Output from the Pickering nuclear plant, which represents 3,100 megawatts of capacity, can only be replaced with
generation in Ontario; Quebec cannot help Ontario with energy on this scale. Currently the plan is to replace Pickering with
gas-fired power, which the Committee is against. The only way to replace Pickering's zero carbon output is with nuclear.

CNWC CCTN Newsletter is published four times a year by the Canadian
Nuclear Workers’ Council.
Publisher: Bob Walker
Editor: Steve Aplin
bwalker@cnwc-cctn.ca
Tel: 416-804-5542
244 Eglinton Ave. East Toronto ON M4P 1K2

Canadian Nuclear Workers’ Council
The collective voice of organized labour in the nuclear industries
The Canadian Nuclear Workers Council (CNWC) is an umbrella organization
of Unions representing workers in all sectors of the Canadian nuclear indus-
try. Founded in 1993, it represents sectors including electric power utilities,
uranium mining and processing, radioisotope production for medical and
industrial purposes, nuclear research, construction and trades in Ontario and
labour councils in host communities.

Members include Locals of: International Association of Firefighters•Atomic
Energy Allied Council• Canadian Union of Public Employees• International
Brotherhood of Electrical Workers• International Association of Machinists &
Aerospace Workers• International Federation of Professional and Technical
Engineers• Power Workers’ Union• Provincial Building and Construction
Trades Council of Ontario• Professional Institute of The Public Service of
Canada• Society of United Professionals• Society of Professional Engineers
and Associates•United Steel Workers•UNIFOR•District Labour Councils
(Grey/Bruce, Durham, Lindsay, Northumberland, and Saint John).
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What others are saying
“Everything is so politicized these days that it is tough to decipher facts from opinions about what happened this week
with the winter storm.

“It's easy to blame [Texas grid operator] ERCOT—and yes, their actions led to the blackouts in part—but the full
story is much more complex. One night of bad decisions would not have had such devastating consequences had it not
been for decades of poor policy decisions prioritizing unreliable renewable energy sources at the expense of reliable
electricity—something Texans now know is essential to our everyday lives.

“I have seen a lot of media reports claiming the issue was a decrease in power generated from natural gas, but when
you look at the numbers that is just not true. According to the U.S. Energy Information Agency, the hourly average of
net power generation from gas went from 17,602 mw before the storm (2/1-2/12) to 33,310 during the storm (2/12-2/17),
meaning generation from natural gas basically doubled as demand increased. (1)

“Many are blaming fossil fuels because 'wind power was expected to make up only a fraction of what the state had
planned for during the winter.’(2) This is the problem. Investments in infrastructure are paid for by electricity customers
and taxpayers, and our state spent more than $7 billion to build out the CREZ Transmission Lines for wind and solar gen-
eration.

“This means resources that could have otherwise been spent making our grid more resilient to weather—or adding
reliable generation from natural gas, nuclear, or clean coal to keep up with increasing demand for electricity—were in-
stead spent on building out transmission lines for intermittent forms of energy that were 'never expected’ to perform
during times like these.

“The issue isn't the existence of renewable energy, but that it has displaced reliable generation that makes up our
'base load,’ not through natural market forces but through massive subsidies and punitive regulatory policies from pro-
gressives in Washington, D.C. In 2009, 'coal-fired plants generated nearly 37 percent of the state's electricity while wind
provided about 6 percent. Since then, three Texas coal-fired plants have closed.. . In the same period, our energy con-
sumption rose by 20 percent.’(3)

“Everyone loves to tout the phrase 'all the above’—until it includes energy sources perceived as 'dirty,’ like coal, or
'scary,’ like nuclear. However, these energy sources are both extraordinarily safe and dependable in adverse weather con-
ditions like Texas is facing now because one of their key features is on-site storage. If the 'all the above’ wind and solar
advocates are serious about anything more than receiving subsidies, why are they opposed to nuclear, which can pro-
duce massive amounts of energy with a ZERO carbon footprint?

“There is no single reason we are in the mess we are in now; it is a multifaceted perfect storm. However, every time
the government picks winners and losers in business and innovation, it is the average citizens that lose. This week was a
wakeup call that there is more to energy policy than the politics of climate change.”

Source: Wayne Christian, Railroad Commission of Texas, “Texas energy commissioner says grid spending placed green
politics over reliability,” World Oil, Feb 19 2021. https://www.worldoil.com/news/2021/2/19/texas-energy-commissioner-
says-grid-spending-placed-green-politics-over-reliability

Worth repeating
“Reconciling renewable and reliable is a challenge globally. Almost everybody that comes in my office I ask if they've got
the blueprint on how to solve that. Nobody's taken me up on that yet.

“I don't know what the final product looks like or [how] the fine print will read. But reliable doesn't mean not renew-
ables. There's a lot of strategies and tools that can be used. We hear an awful lot about how rapidly the technology in
that space is advancing.

“Reliable doesn't mean just thermal or just hydrocarbons. Reliable means dispatchable power when Texas needs it.
We're going to leave it up to the marketplace to figure out the most cost-effective and efficient way to achieve that.”

Source: “Top Texas regulator: Reform the grid so ‘people don't die’ ” EnergyWire, August 27 2021 https://www.eenews.net/
articles/top-texas-regulator-reform-the-grid-so-people-dont-die/
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